
Get Writing
How to Support at Home



Writing in School…





Year Group Objectives

On your tables are the objectives, specific to 
each year group.

These can be used as a focus for writing at 
home.

But what do they mean…?



How Upton has made the objectives child-
friendly:



Grammatical Terms Glossary



Build a Sentence



Build a Sentence



Build a Sentence

Your turn… The children were in the hall.



Build a Sentence



How this can be used at home…

Spelling homework.

All children are given weekly spellings and 
sentences to complete.

This would be a fabulous tool to develop the 
quality of heir written sentences.

This could be used just for a couple of the 
sentences.



How this can be used at home…

Reading Records.

Writing a summary of what you have read or 
your favourite part.



Spelling
Year 3/4 and 5/6 word list.

Spellings that are sent home are in line with the 
National Curriculum word list provided by the 
Government. This links with our Get Spelling 
Programme.

These words need to be learnt thoroughly and 
so we have provided the word lists for you to 
support spelling at home.



Different ways to write at home…

What is the purpose? To communicate with others 

1 minute challenge!



Different ways to write at home…

What is the purpose? To communicate with others 

• Thank you letters 
• Postcards
• Texting
• Emails
• Party invitations
• Diaries
• Recording activities and game scores
• Summary of a book
• Competitions



Making Mistakes – it’s OK!
Purple Polishing Pen is used at school.

How this can work at home…

…everything is a working progress.
…it doesn’t matter what you write, just start writing!
…cross out, make notes, add pictures.

There is always time to improve, it doesn’t have to be 
perfect the first time round!



Writing is not a solitary pursuit.

• Write alongside your child-



TRY writing a poem: Ideas from Brian Moses

I stood in a room full of…

I stood in a room full of danger and I hid until it passed. 

repeat phrases until something happens to you … or the room. 



TRY writing a poem: Ideas from Brian Moses

I stood in a room full of…

I stood in a room full of danger and I hid until it passed. 

I stood in a room full of  joy and I became happy

I stood in a room full of sound and I became alive with notes

I stood in a room full of fragrance and I dissolved into a perfume! 


